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The 8th Annual International Specialized Beauty Industry Exhibition SuluExpo 2014 was held in Astana, November

6th to 9th in KORME EC, which annually brings additional impetus to the development of industry of the northern

capital!

Beauty industry experts, ordinary residents of Astana and other cities of Kazakhstan, once again visited the

exhibition of beauty industry SuluExpo to learn about new products, acquire new contacts, improve their skills

and make pleasant shopping. For each, the exhibition provided a unique opportunity to turn in the desired available.

Each guest of the exhibition was able to take part in master

classes at the stands of exhibitors, as well as on the podium.

Also they could experience the effectiveness of different

procedures participating in existing activities in the framework

of the exhibition. Competitions, master classes, lottery drawings

were all for visitors coming to plunge into the world of

beauty. For experts the fair is a school and a place of interesting

acquaintances. Thanks to a rich exhibition program, KORME

Exhibition Center turned for 4 days into a world of beauty and

women's irresistible!

The exhibition was visited by more than 10,000 people, including

2, 000 - experts and representatives from various areas of beauty

industry (cosmetologists, managers of beauty salons, Spa and beauty centers, hair stylists and massage therapists).

Over 50 companies from the following countries took part in the Fair: Russia, Belarus, Italy, Iran, Turkey, Hong

Kong, Korea, representing more than 20 brands, 12 of which are brand new in Kazakhstan.

The experts were interested in the presented products that reported good sales. All the participants interested in the

distribution of their products have been able to establish contacts with Kazakhstan trading companies.

Make-up AWARDS 2014 International Championship was performed on the first day of the exhibition. This is a truly

spectacular event was organized by a School of Beauty ProExpert of Alfiya Nabiyeva - the world champion in

makeup, world-class coach. 27 representatives from Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Ukraine in 4 categories took part in

it. Competent international judging structure was represented by: T. Vasilyeva, Adele Ardashirova, Anna Izmaylova,

Elena Isayeva, Zhanbolat Kaysabekov, who made the contestants worry, but the desire to win surpassed all

difficulties. And these are the names of Champions among masters and juniors categories: Kim Eugene, Mukatova

Dinara Elena Semenova, Omarova Gulzat, Chizhevskaya Snezhana, Tursunbekova Aigerim! The 6th Festival of nail-

stylists ONS-Kazakhstan, organized by the Centre of Beauty Salons Equipment TAMSAN, Astana, headed by

S.A.Abykenova was performed on the second day of the

exhibition. The winner of the nail festival - Irina Popova was

awarded a lucky ticket to the Future - Grand Prix – the

opportunity to participate in GLOBAL NAIL CUP9 in Seoul, Korea!

For the first time! Russia's largest Aesthetic Medicine Clinic

Yekaterinburg Centre of cosmetology and plastic surgery held

free consultations from leading plastic surgeons for everyone.

And for a professional audience of experts and managers was

organized a two-day conference on: Modern cosmetology

and anti-aging technology. The combination of methods and

Actual problems: Shots? Customers? Management? Promotion?

TOP Cosmetics Company is the exclusive representative of more than 15 famous brands of beauty industry in

Kazakhstan such as: Graftobian HD makeup, Depilica Professional, Orly. The company presented Graftobian brand

in the fair holding workshops and consultations from makeup coach of Graftobian Ukraine - Anastasiya Malova!
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ProExpert Beauty School, Astana, organized a unique private master class from the author of pencil technology,

coach who trained champions and winners of competitions and World Championships - Ms. Vasilyeva T.G.

(Ukraine).

Ms. Vasilyeva T.G. generously shared secrets of pencil technique applying makeup.

TAMSAN Centre of beauty salons equipment organized during

the exhibition unique and exclusive master classes on hair

(ELGON) performed by Milan hair designer, the founder of

Gaspar Hair Design salon - Mr. Gaspar Sparatstsi (Italy). The

expert demonstrated unique images and courage in use of

colors! School of Massage Art - Healing Hands, Almaty, held

the forum of effective massage technologies on body

correction and rejuvenation, with the participation of

E.Sidyakina, the author of Face mioplastic, a spa masters of the

highest category, leading Professor of SPA International

School, certified expert of spa industry (Moscow); and the

doctor, PhD, founder of the school of massage art Healing Hands, the winner of the Russian Championship on

Massage Art – L.Kaybyrova (Almaty).

Global trends in makeup - master class took place from the main Era Minerals Company’s visagist - Arcady

Sokolovsky! Where you could buy and experience cosmetic

trends and mineral makeup.

Master classes were held all 4 days by Makea Lady Sugaring

School from Russia together with Kazakhstan representative -

Tropicana beauty salon. Makea Lady Sugaring School is a

producer of sugar paste for sugaring and beauty products for

pre- and post- depilatory skin care. Makea Lady product is high

quality with focus on the use of environmentally friendly

technologies. The product is in high demand and people already

love the brand.

Dmitry Toptun (Moscow) is a hairdresser, World Champion, Constant Delight senior technologist and special

guest of Dolce Vita studio. He shared 7 cherished secrets with experts showing them spectacular works all days

of the exhibition!

Memorable master classes were held by the School of Nail

Design by Ekaterina Miroshnichenko, Kazakhstan. Design

courses serving varying skill levels. E.Mi is a line of gel paints,

brushes and branded accessories created taking into account

all the nuances of nail designer and of a high quality, which

was appreciated!

At the stand of Irina Dosumbekova permanent makeup studio and

official GOOCHIE representative in Kazakhstan were performed

master classes on permanent makeup of world class master and

Beauty Asia international competition judge - Irina Dosumbekova.

GOOCHIE is one of the world's largest manufacturers of
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equipment and materials for permanent makeup.

Irina Dosumbekova once again demonstrated how to look

natural!

The final luxurious master classes were from hairdressing

masters and judges of Kazakhstan: The President of the

Association of Hairdressers and makeup artists of the Republic

of Kazakhstan - Nasyrova K.T. and world class hairdresser, the

founder and owner of the chain of beauty salons GAZIZA,

world class master, participant of World Championship and

Asia (OMC) – Borangaziyeva G.S.

Master classes were highly appreciated by experts!

Organizers of SuluExpo exhibition thank the sponsors of the exhibition program for their support: AISULU Trading

Company - for the equipment provided in the framework of the exhibition, PROFI CENTER Company and

representative of Make-up Secret professional in Astana - cosmetic sponsor of Make-up AWARDS 2014

Championship!

SuluExpo 2014 Exhibition is over and Organizers: KAZEXPO IEC and BM EXPO has already begun with the

formation of the next exhibition with more interesting business program, which you will learn from the

announcement of the exhibition SuluExpo - Astana 2015, as well as in social networks : Facebook, Vkontakte,

Instagram, Мой Мир and YouTube.

You can have a look at Photo Report in the official website of the organizers: www.kazexpo.kz

SuluExpo 2015
26-28 March

Astana city  EC KORME, ,

, 3hall B , Dostyk str.

phone 9.: (727) 313-76-2
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1. Aasha  LLC (Russia, Moscow)

2. Academya  Zdorovya (Kazakhstan, Astana)

3. Aisulu Company / Orynbasarova IE (Kazakhstan, Almaty)

4. Anna Repalova Studio (Kazakhstan, Astana)

5. ArMis (Kazakhstan, Astana)

6. Aromasharm (Kazakhstan, Astana)

7. Bagira LLC / Dolce Vita (Kazakhstan, Astana)

8. Barij Essence Pharmaceutical Co (Iran, Teheran)

9. Bazaq Кorea, the representative of “Missha” cosmetic products (Korea)

10. Beauty Studio Tropicana Ivanova N.S  IE (Kazakhstan, Astana)

11. Belkosmeks LLP (Belarus, Minsk)

12. BH Cosmetics LLC SNS Group (Kazakhstan, Almaty)

13. China France Cosmetics / Kaliman Gulnur (Kazakhstan, Astana)

14. Daina Beauty Market / Aitkulova  Karlygash  Musahanovna IE (Kazakhstan, Astana)

15. Design Studio Yani Shistko (Ukraine (Lugansk)-Kazakhstan (Astana))

16. Era Minerals / Era  Minerals LLC  (Russia, Moscow)

17. Eva Garden / Mackevich IE (Kazakhstan, Astana)

18. FarmaVita/ Kadraliyeva IE (Kazakhstan, Astana)

19. GiGi Esthetic Beauty Salon (Kazakhstan, Astana)

20. Health and Beauty Daed sea minerals / Cosmetics GroupKZ LLC (Kazakhstan, Kostanay)

21. Honma Tokyo (Russia, Moscow)

22. Impuls IE / Chistovie (Kazakhstan, Astana)

23. InterMedService-AST (Kazakhstan, Astana)

24. InterMedService-AST (Medtechnica) (Kazakhstan, Astana)

25. Invers  LLC/ Сinecitta make up (Russia, Moscow)

26. Johnson Elettrodomestici SPA (Italy, Varese)

27. Kamelya Kozmetik IC VE DIS TIC. LTD. STI. (Turkey, Istanbul)

28. KorrAt (Kazakhstan, Astana)

29. Krasota Ru LLC (UAE (Dubai) - Russia (Moscow))

30. La Lumiere / Mukisheva IE (Kazakhstan, Almaty)

31. Lana Center (Kazakhstan, Astana)

32. Leshinskaya Е.V. IE Italian Beauty centre / Dibi&Olos (Kazakhstan, Astana)

33. Makea Lady / Makea Lady LLC  (Russia, St. Petersburg)

34. Mylo ruchnoy raboty - Handmade soap (Kazakhstan, Astana)

35. National Medical Holding (Kazakhstan, Astana)

36. Natures Secret (Kazakhstan, Astana)

37. NIM, soap manufacturing (Kazakhstan, Temirtau)

38. NL International (Kazakhstan, Astana)

39. PearlSmile-KZ LLC (Kazakhstan, Astana)

40. Permanent make-up studio  I .Dosumbekova (Kazakhstan, Almaty)

41. PS-Group LLC (Kazakhstan, Almaty)

42. Ramtek LLC / RHEA (Kazakhstan, Astana)

43. Saru Organik Tarim Kozmetik SAN.VE TIC. LTD. STI (Turkey, Kocaeli)

44. School of Nail Design by Ekaterina Miroshnichenko (Kazakhstan, Astana)

45. Shinybay Anar  Kakimovna IE / Make-up Secret (Kazakhstan, Almaty)

46. Stem Cell Therepay (Kazakhstan, Astana)

47. Tamsan/ Abykenova  Saule  Adilbekovna  IE (Kazakhstan, Astana)

48. Tonus Club / ZURA IE Sakeyeva  Raushan Seylhanovna(Kazakhstan, Astana)

49. TopCosmetics / Alpet  LLP (Kazakhstan, Almaty)

50. Vash Mir Manikyura  / Fedoseyeva А.А. IE (Russia, Chelyabinsk)

51. VS Shinbi / Best Leader Club LLC (Kazakhstan, Almaty)

52. Yekaterinburg Centre of cosmetology and plastic surgery (Russia, Yekaterinburg)

53. Zewana / Kuzina E.В. IE (Russia , Moscow)
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participants of
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